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	Information technologies impact every aspect of accounting, including financial reporting,
	managerial accounting, auditing, and tax. The nature of the work done by accountants
	continues to evolve as these technologies advance. For example, less than 30 years
	ago, accountants could have spent much of their day footing ledgers and making hand
	calculations. Today, of course, accountants use the many helpful functions in spreadsheet
	software, and update or change calculations instantly, instead of the days it would have
	takenwith paper and pencil. Internet technologies continue to change theway accountants
	do things. And because most accounting systems are now computerized, accountants must
	understand software and system processes to effect and evaluate systems of internal
	control. Business and auditing failures continue to force the profession to emphasize
	internal controls and to rethink the state of assurance services. As a result, the subject of
	accounting information systems (AIS) will continue to be an important part of the new
	vision of the accounting profession.


	The purpose of this book is to help students understand basic AIS concepts. Exactly
	what comprises these AIS concepts is subject to some interpretation, and is certainly
	changing over time, but most accounting professionals believe that it is the knowledge
	that accountants will need for understanding and using information technologies and for
	knowing how an AIS gathers and transforms data into useful decision-making information.
	In this edition of our textbook, we include the core concepts of accounting information
	systems indicated by chapter in the table below. The book is flexible enough that instructors
	may choose to cover the chapters in any order.
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Practical Oracle Database ApplianceApress, 2014

	Practical Oracle Database Appliance is a hands-on book taking you through the components and implementation of the Oracle Database Appliance. Learn about architecture, installation, configuration, and reconfiguration.  Install and configure the Oracle Database Appliance with confidence. Make the right choices between the various...
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UNIX® Shells by Example, Third EditionPrentice Hall, 2001
Five UNIX shells, three essential utilities, one indispensable  resource!

	
    Learn UNIX shell programming the easy way, using hands-on  examples 

    
	
    Covers all five leading UNIX shells-C, Bourne, Korn, bash, and  tcsh 

    
	...
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Who's Pulling Your Strings?: How to Break the Cycle of Manipulation and Regain Control of Your LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Many people suffer from relationships that leave them feeling manipulated and out of control. Whether it's within the context of a personal relationship, a family member, a friend, or someone at the workplace, these "toxic" relationships can erode a person's self-confidence and self-esteem, and have a strong, negative effect on their...
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Microsoft XNA Game Studio 4.0: Learn Programming Now!: How to program for Windows Phone 7, Xbox 360, Zune devices, and moreMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		Now you can build your own games for your Xbox 360®, Windows® Phone 7, or Windows-based PC—as you learn the underlying concepts for computer programming. Use this hands-on guide to dive straight into your first project—adding new tools and tricks to your arsenal as you go. No experience required!
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Pitch: Neural Coding and Perception (Springer Handbook of Auditory Research)Springer, 2005

	Although pitch has been considered an important area of auditory research since the birth of modern acoustics in the 19th century, some of the most significant developments in our understanding of this phenomenon have occurred comparatively recently. In auditory physiology, researchers are now identifying cells in the brainstem and cortex...
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JavaScript: The Web Technologies SeriesCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	JavaScript is a client-side scripting language that allows Web page
	authors to develop interactive Web pages and sites. Although
	JavaScript is considered a programming language, it is also a critical
	part of Web page design and authoring. Th is is because the JavaScript
	language “lives” within a Web page’s elements....
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